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ABSTRACT 

Reservoir fluid salinity, its effectiveness on viscosity as well as temperature dependency is an important 

parameter for enhanced oil recovery consideration. Previous studies on formation fluid properties focused on 

NaCl and KCl, the two most common brines in connate water and in water-based drilling mud, failing, however, 

to relate its performance to bacterial survival. This work has considered four different brine solutions and how it 

will affect the useability of pseudomonas species and halobacterium H – 356. The bacterial mixture viscosity 

shows a considerable difference between NaCl, CsCl, KCl and LiCl with NaCl and LiCl being favourable 

brines. Hence, for flooding agent at varying temperature since it makes the bacteria mixture viscosity more 

viscous whereas the KCl appeared less viscous compared to liquid mixture standard water. For the bacteria 

mixture, the viscosity of KCl and CsCl decreases with the concentration of a low temperature range and 

increases with the concentration at a high range. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The Microbial enhanced oil recovery (MEOR) is 

a mechanism that employs the use of microbes to 

degrade or ferment hydrocarbons and produce by-

products such as surfactants, polymers, gases and 

biofilms that are useful in the recovery of oil [1], [2]. 

Microbial methods for increasing oil recovery are 

potentially cost effective even at relatively low crude 

oil prices. They can be applied in a variety of ways 

including permeability modification treatments and 

microbial enhanced water flooding. The flexibility 

and potential cost effectiveness of the technology 

makes it attractive, but further understanding of the 

transport mechanism and the development of a sound 

engineering methodology for optimizing microbial 

and injection strategies are needed to realize its 

potential [3]. 

Wagner [4] presented a review on MEOR from 

carbonate reservoirs with complex formation 

characteristics. Adapted laboratory models showed a 

25% decrease in water production and a three-fold 

increment in oil production. Such laboratory marvels 

have further propelled research in this field. The 

industry remains reluctant, as usual, to accept this 

new technology wholly. 

The practical application of microbial culture to 

subsurface oil reservoirs imposes several restrictions 

on the microbial culture. The microbes must be able 

to migrate, transported deep within the reservoir for 

any in-situ applications to be of practical significance 

to oil recovery. The microbes must remain 

biologically active at elevated temperature and 

pressure [5]. As such, microbes intended to be used  

 

in petroleum reservoirs should be tested with 

reservoir fluids at subsurface conditions of 

temperature, pressure and salinity [5], [6]. 

The effectiveness of the microbes varies from 

one formation to the other, often influenced by a host 

of physical, biological and chemical constraints [5], 

[7]. This was reaffirmed by Alireza et al when they 

investigated the MEOR technique in fractured porous 

media using etched-glass micro models [8]. They 

found that the plugging of matrix-fracture interface 

by an exopolymer is the main reason for the low 

performance of the exopolymer producing bacterium. 

The physical constraints include temperature, 

pressure, pore geometry, whereas the biological 

constraint is mainly enzymatic functions. Surface 

charge, pH and salinity, amongst others, make up the 

chemical constraints [9]. 

No doubt, different oil bearing formation waters 

have a wide range of salinity often increasing with 

depth. Ivanov and Belyaev [10] examined the 

microbial flora of water injections and found that 

bacterial oxidation of oil took place in the zone of 

contact between the injected low-salinity waters and 

stratal waters of the oilfield. Masahito et al. [11] in 

their paper on the effects of salt concentration on 

encystment induction in ciliated protozoan colpoa sp. 

discovered that encystment was promoted by an 

increase in the concentration of ions such as Ca
2+

, 

Na
+
 and K

+
 contained in the surrounding medium. 

According to Collins [12], the highest concentrations 

of minor cations that may interfere with microbial 

systems are Lithium – 400 g/L, Barium –670 g/L, 
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Boron –450 g/L, Bromine – 6000 g/L and Iodine – 

1400 g/L. 

Salinity is an ecological factor of considerable 

importance, influencing the types of organisms that 

live in a body of water [11], [12]. This work basically 

seeks to study the effects of salinity on the 

performance of microbes in oil reservoirs during 

MEOR. 

 

II. METHODOLOGY 
Synthetic porous media with dimensions of 

length 29.6cm and diameter 7.0cm was used as a 

reservoir model. The sand used was obtained from a 

depth of 900ft below sea level and a sieve analysis 

was done on the sand to obtain different grain sizes 

of 2.0mm, 3.75mm and 4.35mm. The flooding agent 

used was distilled water, autoclaved at a temperature 

of 121˚C. Lab M nutrients broth “E” solution was 

used as nutrient. It was prepared by dispersing 13g of 

broth E powder in one liter of deionized water. The 

mixture was heated to dissolve the powder properly 

and then sterilized by autoclaving at 121˚C for 

15minutes. The pH of the nutrient solution was 

7.4±0.2. 

Table 1: Oil Physical Property 

Parameter Value 

Reservoir pressure, PR (psi) 3448 

Bubble Point pressure, Pb (psi) 1048 

Oil Viscosity, μo (cp) 0.41 

API gravity 35.7 

Oil formation volume factor, Bo 

(bbl/stb) 

1.559 

Gas gravity 0.647 

Reservoir Temperature, TR (˚F) 117 

Gas Solubility, Rs (scf/STB) 979 

psi = pounds per square inch; cp = centipoise; bbl = 

barrels; stb = stock tank barrel; scf = standard cubic 

feet 

 

The table below shows the nutrient composition 

and corresponding concentrations used. 

Table 2: Nutrient Composition 

Composition Concentration (g/cm
3
) 

Beef Extract 3.0 

Yeast Extract 4.0 

Peptone 10.0 

Sodium Chloride 10.0 

 

2.1 Growth and Nutrient Condition 

The choice of microbes were made for this work 

– bacillus subtilis and pseudomonas aerogenosa. 

Broth bacteria were collected using the Persian Type 

Culture (PTCC). 

A broth culture (liquid growth medium) of P. 

Aerogenosa and B. subtilis was done differently in 

mediums A and B respectively. The composition of 

each growth medium is presented in Table 3. The 

bacterial culture was centrifuged at 200rpm for 30 

minutes and collected at the stationary state. It was 

then suspended in autoclaved distilled water. The 

bacterial suspension was placed on a magnetic stirrer 

and allowed to mix at room temperature for 8mins. 

The solution was centrifuged and washed again with 

water. The cell density of the bacterial solution was 

adjusted to about 0.8 * 10
7
 cells/cm

3
.  

 

Table 3: The composition of liquid growth media A 

and B 

Constituent A B 

Ammonium 

Chloride 

2.0 2.0 

Glucose 5.0 3.0 

Peptone 1.0 1.0 

Meat Infusion 5.0 5.0 

Sodium Hydroxide 2.0 2.0 

Sodium Chloride 0.3 0.25 

 

2.2 Experimental Procedure 

A three-dimensional glass model was used as a 

bioreactor. The bioreactor was made a digestor as it 

was air-tight. The bioreactor was connected between 

two points: the inflow line and the outlet. The inflow 

had two valve channels through which the liquid 

mixture was poured. All system tubing was 1/10 OD 

PTFE Teflon. The choice of a small diameter 

flowline was to enable approximate flowline to pore 

volume ratio. 

The following procedure was followed in conducting 

the experiment: 

1.  The glass model (bioreactor) was sterilized with 

Xylene. 

2. The glass model was filled with grain of a 

particular size. 

3. The porous media was saturated with a brine of 

50g/100ml until the point of connate water was 

reached. 

4. The outlet valve was opened to allow the water 

to drain out. 

5. It was then saturated with crude oil to the point 

of initial oil saturation 

6. Air was then projected at a pressure of 5psi and 

the flow rate was measured until no more liquid 

was produced. 

7. 100 ml of the mixture of bacterial broth culture 

was poured through the inlets, through the 

flowline to the porous media. 

8. The system was incubated aerobically for a 

period of 24hrs [shut-in period] at a steady 

ambient temperature of 23˚C 

9. Following the shut-in period, after 24 hours, air 

was pumped through the valve to produce oil 

until no more oil was produced 

10.  The procedure was repeated for different shut-in 

periods of 12 and 48 hours for distinct grain 

sizes 
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11. The procedure was repeated using different 

concentrations of the brine solution. 

 

III. RESULTS 
Table 4 shows the growth rate of the bacteria at 

different brine concentrations. 

Table 4: Growth rate at different brine concentrations 

Days Brine Concentrations 

10% 15% 25% 35% 

0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

2 0.20 0.35 0.30 0.10 

4 0.30 0.50 0.52 0.24 

8 0.35 0.72 0.78 0.99 

10 0.38 0.80 0.85 0.55 

14 0.35 0.85 0.92 0.57 

 

The development of the bacteria at different 

salinities is presented with 25% concentration giving 

the best growths. This is better revealed in the Fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1 Growth rate of bacteria for varying brine 

concentrations 

 

There is a great deal of variation in the growth 

rate trend at 35% salt concentration. This implies that 

there would be a lot of morphological changes at this 

salinity. A similar variation though not as severe, is 

observed at 10% salinity. Seemingly optimal growth 

trends are observed at 15% and 25% salt 

concentrations with the latter showing better growth 

characteristics than the former. 

Table 5 below shows the impact of the salt 

concentrations on the viscosity of the crude oil 

samples. The viscosity increased steadily for NaCl 

and LiCl to a value of 1.58cp and 2.25cp 

respectively. However, the opposite behaviour is 

observed for the other salts, i.e. KCl and CsCl.  

 

 

 

 

Table 5: The μ/ μm  values with varying salt 

concentrations 

Salts 30kppm 50kppm 250kppm 335kppm 

NaCl 1.20 1.32 1.40 1.58 

LiCl 1.20 1.48 1.83 2.25 

KCl 1.10 0.90 1.00 1.00 

CsCl 1.00 0.87 0.70 0.39 

μ = viscosity of the brine, μm = viscosity of the 

bacteria mixture with concentration of brine varying 

from 3 to 305kppm 

Fig. 2 below shows the plot of μ/ μm for the varying 

salt concentrations.  

The viscosity increases steadily for NaCl 

and LiCl to a value of 1.58 and 2.25 respectively. 

However, the opposite behaviour is observed for the 

other salts, i.e. KCl and CsCl. The Figure below 

shows the plot of μ/ μm for the varying salt 

concentrations.  

 
Fig 2: Plot of μ/ μm for the various salts at varying salt 

concentrations 

 

The distinctive observation from the figure lies 

in the strength of the structure in that NaCl and LiCl 

strengthen the structure of bacteria mixture whereas 

KCl and CsCl weakens the structure. Thus, the LiCl 

and NaCl are found to cause the bacteria solution to 

be more viscous (kosmotrope) and KCl and CsCl 

makes bacteria ssolution less viscous (chaotrope). 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
An experimental investigation of the effects of 

salinity on microbial regeneration during Microbial 

enhanced oil recovery is presented. The results show 

that 25% salt concentration gave the best growth 

trend, making it a suitable choice for salt 

concentration. There is a great deal of variation in the 

growth rate at 35% salt concentration. The results 

also reveal that Lithium Chloride (LiCl) and Sodium 

Chloride (NaCl) increase the viscosity of brine 

solutions. The reverse is observed for Potassium 

Chloride (KCl) and Caesium Chloride (CsCl). This 

result show that while 25% salt concentration could 

be beneficial to microbial growth in reservoirs, a 

wrong choice in the particular choice made could 
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undo the effort by making the microbial solution too 

viscous to migrate within the reservoir. 
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